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e give space in this issue to leaders and experts in the automotive repair
sector to express concerns and optimism for the coming year ahead.
While their opinions went in different directions, most of them
touched on the same topic: The challenges around skilled talent. It's hard
for shop owners to find good quality technicians, or even those who at a
young age desire to be one.
Talent should be at the top of any list of challenges facing shops, by far. Yes, the
supply chain and price inflation issues are serious concerns. Price increases of parts
are tied to constraints in the supply chain that's causing delays and shortages. But this
situation will get better.
The Speciality Equipment Market Association was the latest to come out with
predictions of its own, pegging issue to continue this year but start to get better in 2023.
Even if they're off by a few months, there is light at the end of the tunnel.
These are short-term issues, relatively speaking.
Talent issues have no potential end date. This isn't something that can be solved in a
few months or even a few years. There needs to be a sense of urgency to plant seeds now
as these efforts will take a number of years to come to fruition.
The opening of Skilled Trades Ontario is a start, at least in that province. The new
agency is expected to, among other initiatives, improve trades training and promote and
market the trades.
These moves are essential for this industry, especially the latter. Long-standing
stereotypes about technicians — who may still be called mechanics or even (shudder)
installers — still cloud the industry.
That said, this agency won't solely advocate for the automotive sector. Every trade will
be promoted. So while any publicity is generally good publicity, automotive leaders will
need to find a way to stand out from the crowd. After all, this industry will be competing
against others for those skilled workers.
Those involved in the industry know that there's more — a lot more — than just
changing oil or swapping out tires twice a year. As vehicles get more complicated,
there's plenty of diagnosing, problem-solving, technical and technologyrelated work.
But the general public doesn't know that. I certainly didn't until I
started working in the industry five years ago. It's a message that needs
to get out to them. We tell each other about it over and over again.
The public's picture of our industry probably comes from their
interactions with their local shop. And judging how vehicle age is
trending, they'll be in your business a lot over the coming years. If they
see a messy, disorganized space, they'll think one way.
A professional environment where high-level knowledge and skills
are on display, however, just may be the best type of marketing for
this industry.
Adam Malik
Managing Editor, CARS
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m

Let me know what you think.
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What’s on your mind?

LETTERS

We want to hear from you about anything you read in
CARS magazine. Send your email to adam@turnkey.media

ANALYSIS: FUTURE OF SELF-DRIVING
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
My big question is: Why are the manufacturers in such a
rush? They are all plagued with quality issues and still have
imperfections with autonomous driving. Why not perfect
it more before releasing them? They do have a place in our
world. They are still very expensive, so they are catering to a
small group able to afford them.
Bob Ward, St. Thomas Auto Guys

ONLY USE AN OEM SCAN TOOL?
NO, SAY THREE GROUPS
As a registered master technician, I do feel that shops should
have say in what scan tool is best, but also at what cost. As far
as training, most shops do send techs for basic updated issues.
But that is not enough. More in-depth training is needed
(not recertification). Shop management is the key to success.
Shop managers need to randomly do road tests with problem
vehicles. Service advisors need to listen to the complaint, cause
and the correction and then follow up with customer after one
week. That is the biggest problem — listen to the customer.
Michael Lavigne, reader

‘THIS IS NOT A FRIENDLY INDUSTRY
FOR WOMEN’
The title should be “This is not a friendly industry for people.”
To actually become a great technician, one has to persevere
10-20 years of continual failure. A three-year apprentice course
does not prepare anyone. The only way to get good is to go
through the trials and tribulations this industry has to offer.
Unfortunately, the trials outweigh the tribulations, forcing our
young techs out of this industry to soon.

EVs NEED TO BE LIGHTER, PROFS URGE
This is a good example of why you should not ask economists
for engineering advice. If their conclusions were valid, those
passengers in buses, trains and planes had better have good
insurance.
W. Morrison, reader

Blame car designers and engineers for pedestrian fatalities
when we live in the best times of vehicle safety and
performance? Really? Just “lighten” every pedestrian of their
smartphones while they walk near traffic and pedestrian
v.s. vehicle collision rates will plummet. Once more, society
forcing design/policy/costs onto the majority to allow for the
lowest common idiot.
Rob Kiff, Kiff Auto

INDUSTRY LEADERS AGREE THIS IS
THEIR TOP CHALLENGE
Larger organizations have started to create their own training
internally, realizing the poaching is no longer a viable
possibility. Independents like us will have a harder time as we
go forward if we don’t start getting involved with our local
schools and investing time with training our own as well.
Peter Foreman, Foreman Auto

Several things need to change: What we charge and what we
pay are two at the top. Then the customer expectation that
they can get it done cheaper. Then the do-it-yourself repairs
need to come to an end. Until all this changes the industry
will stay the same. Cynical attitude, I know but 45 years in
the trenches kind of beats you up after a while.
Brian Browning, Centre Point Automotive

Rob Nurse, Bob Nurse Motors

Extended Chain Kit Program
95% Coverage for Domestic and Import Applications
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NEWS

SKILLED TRADES ONTARIO LAUNCHES
TO ADDRESS SHORTAGES
WITH THE ONTARIO COLLEGE OF
TRADES

now a memory, a new agency
has opened to address the growing skilled
labour shortage.
The Ontario government launched
Skilled Trades Ontario in late January.
Its expected to improve trades training
and simplify services, an announcement
from the Ministry of Labour, Training
and Skills Development, Skilled Trades
Ontario said.
The agency will promote and market
the trades, in addition to developing
training and curriculum standards.
Furthermore, it will provide a streamlined
user-friendly experience for tradespeople.
These changes are expected to see more
people available for skilled jobs that are in
demand. The labour shortage in the skilled
trades is expected to hit 350,000 by 2025.
“We’re redrawing the system to address
Ontario’s labour shortage and make the
trades a career of choice for more people,”
Monte McNaughton, Minister of Labour,
Training and Skills Development, said in
a statement. “The skilled trades provide
well-paying and rewarding careers that
are vital for our economy. By creating this
new agency, we are working for workers
and delivering the generational change
that labour leaders and employers have
been calling for.”’
The announcement was met
positively by Diane Freeman, executive
director of the Automotive Aftermarket
Retailers of Ontario, which represents
businesses in the province’s automotive
service industry.
“Our association looks forward to
meeting with Michael Sherrard, chair
of Skilled Trades Ontario, the board
of directors to offer our assistance to
modernize the training and curriculum
standards for the automotive sector,”
she told CARS magazine. “We welcome
the new agency on the promotion of
skilled trades to the youth in Ontario as a
professional career choice.”


A new online service will help
conveniently manage their careers.
It will have an online one-stop-shop
for scheduling classes and exams,
submitting forms, paying fees and
more. The government expects this

change to ease the labour shortage. It
also observed that it will be easier for
people to learn about and enter the
trades. It will reduce processing and
registration times for applicants from
60 days to 12.

Mini-Ductor® Venom® HP

LUG NUTS

GRAPHICS

GEARS

The Mini-Ductor Venom HP is the
highest powered Mini-Ductor at
1800 watts of power. This handheld
induction heater generates
high-frequency magnetic fields
to produce a flameless heat that
releases ferrous metal from corrsion
and thread lock compounds faster
than ever before. More precise, safe,
and reliable than a torch.
INCLUDES:

> ⅞” Pre-Formed Coil
> 23” U-Form Coil
> 41” Bearing Buddy® Coil

This tool is manufactured in the USA with genuine OEM
parts. Available through your local tool distributor.

Tag us in your photos
#InductionInnovations
www.theinductor.com

877-688-9633
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NEWS

Are you a general
repair shop but not a
transmission specialist?

WE CAN BE
YOUR
TRANSMISSION
EXPERTS
You still get to be the
expert at keeping your
customers happy

We specialize in
transmissions for all
makes & models:
Manual, Automatic,
CVT’s, Hybrids,
Import & Domestic

VISIT

WORK CLOSELY
WITH SCHOOLS TO
DEVELOP TECHS: ASE
AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET

COMPANIES need to work more closely

with local schools as part of a strategy
to attract more technicians into the
field, said Mike Coley, president of the
National Institute for Automotive Service
Excellence (ASE) Education Foundation.
A challenge for schools is they don’t
know the full picture of what employers
are looking for. They need input
from local employers to help them
understand what skills are most critical
so they can join the industry.
Furthermore, schools can’t have
outdated equipment to train students.
They need today’s tools to teach about
today’s technology. Students need to be
up-to-date on technology and service
practices shops are currently using.
The aftermarket needs to help schools
update their technology because there’s
no point in them training students in
areas or with tools that don’t apply in the
real world.
“And if you’re teaching on an old
piece of equipment, your students [will]
come [into the workforce] and they don’t
know how to do these new procedures,”
Coley explained. “That doesn’t benefit
me, it doesn’t benefit the student, it
doesn’t benefit the customer. Just like the
technology in the cars and the business
is changing all the time, the instructors
need to keep up and the programs need
to keep up. And the best source of that
knowledge is those local employers.”

WHY SOME
SHOPS WON’T RAISE
THEIR RATES
TOO MANY SHOP OWNERS prefer
the feeling of a job well done over a
financial reward when it comes to
repairing vehicles, shop coaches suggest.
While that’s a nice thought, it’s no

way to run a business observed Cecil
Bullard, CEO of The Institute for
Automotive Business Excellence, and
Vik Tarasik, managing partner of Shop
Owner Coach.
“The shop owner, in a lot of cases, is
a guy who gets satisfaction out of fixing
the car,” Tarasik said during the Shop
Coach AMA (Ask Me Anything) panel
at AAPEX 2021. “To him, the reward is
not financial — it’s in a job well done.”
Bullard went on to describe some
shop owners as those who believe
they’re doing good in the community
by offering vehicle maintenance and
repair at low prices and don't consider
raising them.
“I think sometimes we think, ‘Well,
if I’m making a profit, then that’s a
dishonest thing. It’s not a good thing,’”
he said. “That it’s morally corrupt to
make $300,000 a year.”

SONY GETS SERIOUS
ABOUT EVs
ELECTRONICS GIANT Sony
introduced its second concept electric
vehicle at the Consumer Electronics
Show in January.
Sony Group Corp. also announced its
new electric vehicle unit, Sony Mobility
Inc. It unveiled off the Vision S 02, an
SUV, at this year's show.
The company has been positioning
itself as a player in the automotive
supply chain for some time now. It has
developed image sensors, AI, cloud, 5G
and autonomous technology.
Working in the company’s favour
is its established leadership in the
entertainment business. That’s a
differentiator compared to other
automakers. “However, it will be worthy
to wait and see if the entertainment/
infotainment features could create a
difference for Sony in the EV market,”
said Bakar Sadik Agwan, senior
automotive consulting analyst at
GlobalData, in commentary following
the announcement.

CANADIAN
DRIVING LEVELS
NOW HIGHER THAN
PRE-PANDEMIC
WITH ALMOST 130 BILLION KM

TRAVELLED in the third quarter of
2021, Canadians are moving around
at rates higher than before the global
COVID-19 pandemic started.
The previous high over the last
two years was during the same time in
2019 at 126 billion km, according to
data captured by StreetLight Data.
It was recently released by the
Automotive Industries Association of
Canada in the quarterly report National
Vehicle Kilometres Traveled Metrics
– 2019 To 2021. The third quarter —
from July to September — of 2020
came in at just over 116 billion
kilometres, which was the high-water
mark of that year.
In the report’s commentary, it was
noted that the figure of 130 billion
km represented something of a return
to normalcy for Canadians when
comparing data to previous quarters.
“Canadians enthusiastically resumed
their pre-pandemic levels of road travel
this summer, reflecting their collective
desire to break free from pandemic
isolation and confidence in the strong
vaccination levels across the country,”
the report said.
The jump from 126 billion km to
130 billion km is significant to note,
it added.
“The pendulum may have swung
further than usual this quarter as
Canadians eagerly celebrated the
possibility of a post-pandemic world,”
the report observed.
The average daily kilometres
travelled also hit an 11-quarter high of
1.4 billion km from July to September
of 2021.
And not all of the travel recorded
appears to leisure, the report noted.
The increase in travel “mirrored” an
increase in business confidence that was
seen across Canada.

FOUR ‘MEGA-FORCES’
IMPACTING THE
AFTERMARKET
GAS PRICES,

supply chain, inflation
and the looming COVID-19 variant
threat will all have something to say
about how the next 12 months play
out in the automotive aftermarket,
according to new analysis.
Calling these “mega-forces,” a recent
Lang Marketing iReport observed that
there hasn’t been a combination of such
great issues in recent memory that will
affect the aftermarket.
“These four mega-forces will change
the pace of miles driven, influence vehicle
buying decisions, reduce the availability
and variety of aftermarket products,
change how consumers decide where to
have repairs done, alter the frequency
of auto repairs and affect the growth of
aftermarket volume,” it said.
What makes all of this unusual is
how quickly they have developed, their
collective strength and the likelihood
that these issues will stick around for the
entire year, if not longer.

HIGH FIVES
ANNOUNCES
SCHOLARSHIP
WINNERS
SEVEN STUDENTS pursuing careers
in the automotive aftermarket industry
have been awarded scholarships by the
High Fives for Kids Foundation.
The charitable arm of the
Automotive Industries Association
of Canada announced the recipients
will receive $700 each as part of the
Arthur Paulin Automotive Aftermarket
Scholarship Award.
A total of $4,900 was handed
out to the winners: Ayan Haqqani,
Myungjin Choo, Morganna Sampson,
Nicolai Paladi, Gregor Dayman,
Madhavkumar Mendapara and Gedeon
Ouedraogo Wendfanre.

ATTENTION:
INDEPENDENT
TRANSMISSION SHOP
OWNER
Are you thinking about
stepping back from
business ownership?
Are the challenges of
business ownership
wearing you down?
Have you thought about
selling your business?
Have you wondered
what your business is
worth?
Are you aware that
Mister Transmission has
a proven track record
helping independent
transmission shop owners
transition into retirement?

WE WANT TO HEAR
FROM YOU!

Class act

EDUCATION

A special section dedicated to showcasing
automotive trade schools

CARS will regularly feature automotive schools across Canada.
In this issue, we learn more about Okanagan College in Kelowna,
British Columbia. If you’d like your school featured, reach out to
adam@turnkey.media.

Name of school: Okanagan College
City: Kelowna, B.C.
Head of program: Stephen Speers (dean of trades and
apprenticeship); Corey Bransfield
(chairperson of motor vehicle trades)

Tell us about your school
Okanagan College is located in the interior of British
Columbia, with trades facilities in Kelowna, Penticton,
Salmon Arm and Vernon. The Kelowna campus is host
to the majority of the Motor Vehicle Trades programs
including Automotive Collision Repair, with the Aircraft
Maintenance Engineer – Structures program operating
at our aerospace facility located near the Kelowna
International Airport and the Aircraft Maintenance
Technician program located in Vernon.
Okanagan College offers Motor Vehicle Trades programs
in automotive service, heavy mechanical and recreational
vehicles trades. We offer certificate and diploma
credentials and apprenticeship training in all these
programs. Specialized industry training for certified
technicians to continue to advance their knowledge
and training skills is available through programs like
the Battery Electric Vehicle Technology, Air Brakes,
Commercial/Private Vehicle Inspector and more.

What unique experiences are available to students?
Okanagan College has advanced shops, providing the
student with the latest in tools and equipment and offering
direct industry work experience in our Motor Vehicle
Trades certificate and diploma programs. Industry
work experience connects students with local employers
who help mentor the students and give students the
opportunity to proudly demonstrate their learned skills.
We value our working relationships with employers
as they serve a vital role in our students training and
development. Work experience allows employers to
provide direct feedback to the students on areas that they
demonstrated proficiency and offer guidance in areas
that they can continue to develop. Students participating
in work placements may receive job offers as they
demonstrate their skills in the workplace.
10 J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 2 2
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How are you preparing today’s students to be
tomorrow’s automotive service professionals?
Our instructors are a major reason for the success of
our students. They have broad industry experience, are
passionate about their trade and possess a thirst for
knowledge. These qualities transfer to their students
and create an environment that leads to student success.
Funding from the provincial government and the
generosity of private donors has allowed Okanagan College
to create an experiential learning environment that is state
of the art and relevant to the needs of today’s technicians
and employers.

Why is this an exciting time to be a student
in an automotive trade school?
The powertrain technology today requires technicians to
have a broad and diverse level of knowledge and experience
on these systems to service and repair them for their clients.
The trades courses and programs that we offer at Okanagan
College provide this level of training and practice that will
springboard technicians beyond today and prepare them
for the future.


BytheNumbers

Stats that put the North American
automotive aftermarket into perspective.

1,638,398
Canadian new vehicles sales in 2021 were up compared to 2020
but well below pre-pandemic levels. Ford was the top seller with
more than 243,000 units sold.
DesRosiers Automotive Consultants

The automotive industry is a top-10 target for
ransomware, out of 35 industries analyzed. This is based
on the number of ransomware attacks detected. It was
behind municipal services and the legal industry. NordLocker
About how many nameplates automakers
will introduce in the next eight years or so.
In Europe and China, that number could double.

43

Impact of New Technologies in the Automotive Aftermarket

130 billion km

Canadians drove more in the third quarter (July-September)
of 2021 than at any point in the previous two years. That
tops the high of 126 billion km in the third quarter of 2019.

33.3

%

Canadian business leaders
were less optimistic about the
economy in Q4 2021 compared
to the last quarter. Back then,
52% were optimistic. CPA Canada Business Monitor

previous year. It was part of the reason

6,600

Canadian inflation was up 4.8% at the

vehicles on the road. Toronto was second with

Gasoline prices were up in December

National Vehicle Kilometres Traveled Metrics – 2019 To 2021

PER CENT

2021 compared to the same time the

end of last year.
Consumer Price Index

Vancouver has the highest number of electric

6,300, followed by Montreal at 3,633. Montreal has
the most electric charging stations with 1,258. Kijiji Autos

35.3
MILLION

Many manufacturers reported sales
growth even with the backdrop of a
global supply chain shortage. They also
reported an average of 19 per cent sales
growth over the past 12 months.
Specialty Equipment Market Association (SEMA)


The Honda Civic was the most
searched for car when looking for
second-hand vehicles by annual
search volume, according to
analysis of Google, eBay and car
listings. Tesla was the top brand.
eRowz
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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GREENWOOD’S GARAGE
Editor’s note: Before Bob Greenwood passed, he prepared a three-part series, which would end up being his final columns for CARS.
This is part two. The final piece will run in our next issue.

Where is your shop today?
By Bob Greenwood, AMAM

In today’s shop operation, you must have clear policies in
order to develop a strong culture. A strong culture will create a
‘career’ atmosphere and retain top talent — compared to a ‘job’
culture where, in essence, the person is saying they are only
here until something better comes along.
My client Kevin and Stacey Gustafson of Gustafson’s Auto Clinic
Inc. in Athabasca, Alberta, developed a clear policy manual for
their team to understand how they will conduct their business
and where everyone understands where they fit in.
This operation truly has a ‘career’ culture within their business.
If you missed Part 1, refer to the December 2021 issue of CARS.
In this second part, we explore the outline provided their team.

Team Member Responsibilities
New team Members
Hiring of new team members is a joint effort by all
staff being involved in the interviewing and hiring
process to make sure the suitable candidate fits into
our culture and team. New members will have a
minimum 90-day training and probationary period to learn and
witness the processes that we have tested and proven to achieve our
objectives and long-term goals.

corrected, the team member will be given a written notice. If the team
member still does not take the appropriate actions to correct the
behavior, they will be terminated with just cause.

Dress Code
Team members are required to wear branded clothing
provided by GAC Inc., which includes black dress pants
and a company branded golf shirt, short or long-sleeved
button-down shirt according to the season to clearly
identify you as a representative of GAC Inc. Jeans may
be worn on occasion.

The team will manage each other’s performance as a team. Team
members displaying actions that are not becoming of our business
culture will first be given a verbal warning. If the action is not

12 J A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 2 2
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Benefits and company RRSP Plan
All staff will be enrolled with our company health
and dental plan provider after a 90-day waiting
period, which the company will pay 100%. Any
extra life and disability coverages will be the sole
responsibility of the team member. RRSP’s will
be contributed by the team member and may be
matched to 50% from the employer.

Employee one-on-one
bi-weekly meetings
We respect our team members and expect
the same in return, therefore we feel it is
important to keep all lines of communication
open. We will have a set time and day that we will set aside
bi-weekly to discuss with individual team members any concerns
or achievements that they may have or to just spend a few minutes
catching up. We will also take this time to go over any concerns that
need to be addressed.

Staff Meetings
We will hold monthly staff meetings with all team
members present to discuss in a group any concerns
and achievements and if we have any changes that we
wish to implement. Potluck lunches where each team
member will be required to contribute will be held
monthly to enhance team building with a different
theme being chosen. Team building events to be planned quarterly
outside of work.

Overtime
Salary — The team member acknowledges that his/
her employment, while a full time position, is not an
hourly position and understands that the hours of
work required to fulfill his/her obligations may be irregular and in
excess of 8 hours per day or 44 hours per week. The team member also
acknowledges and agrees that his/her employment, if in a managerial
and supervisory capacity, as contemplated by applicable employment
standards legislations. The team member further acknowledges that
the compensation he/she receives shall be in full satisfaction of any
entitlements or claims for additional hours worked or overtime.
Hourly — We typically do not pay overtime as we generally
complete jobs in the hours of operation for the business. If there is
a job that has to be completed by the end of the day or requires a
short period of time to be completed, the technician will stay past
5 pm to finish the job so that hoists are available for the morning
appointments. If a team member needs to take time away from work
or wishes to leave early, they may do so without being docked pay in
lieu of time worked.



Mentorship, training and
development
We have a relationship with Bob Greenwood, AAEC,
Business Evaluation Support and Training who coaches
and mentors us on upcoming trends in the industry and
provides us with monthly reporting objectives and trends
to date. Together with Bob, we look at ways of managing and growing
our business according to the opportunities within the business to build
net income. Pertinent numbers and objectives will be displayed and
discussed daily, weekly, monthly and year-to-date.

Tools and equipment
GAC Inc. provides certain shop tools, equipment and
diagnostic tools and subscriptions for use by team
members and team members are required to use the
machines properly and to clean and maintain them as
required. Team members are encouraged to purchase
and update their own tools and toolboxes as new technologies become
available to stay as efficient and productive as they can be.

Social Media
There is no posting or discussing of any person, vehicle
or business practices on social media for freedom of
information and client confidentiality breaches.

Warehouse Distributors
We have developed close relationships with our parts
distributors and are loyal to them. With this loyalty we
are not focused on price, but on service and quality. We
know that these relationships that we have developed
are long standing and we know that if we have an issue, that it will be
taken care of.
Communication is of the utmost importance to our success.
Customer service and customer satisfaction are what makes us stand
apart from the dealer.
We hold daily scrums in the morning prior to the start of the
workday to go over the day and again in the evening to discuss any
challenges that may have occurred and to address our achievements.
We achieve this by listening carefully to the client, asking questions
which allows us to really understand their concerns and issues and
always address these primary concerns first before addressing any other
issues we may have found upon the inspection of the vehicle. Explain
how you understand their concerns and how you clearly see their
concerns being resolved. Ask the proper questions which allows us to
really understand their concerns and issues.
We are hired by the client to advise and resolve their concerns with their
vehicle for safety, reliability and efficiency. We do not sell — we counsel
and advise based on the facts as we understand them. Communication
consists of more of the client talking — the focus must be on learning the
client’s needs, goals, and concerns. It is about building a relationship.
Close ended questions make people feel manipulated. Conversations
reveal opportunities. Being able to ask a question or add a piece of
information in real time is how you increase revenue.

w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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MOBILE TIRE SERVICE

Shrinking

aftermarket sustainability
The growing trend of offering mobile tire service
only moves our industry forward in a race to the bottom
By Bruce Eccles

M

ore and more automotive service and repair shops offering mobile tire service. And more
and more, they’re only hurting themselves and our industry.
Late last year, Fountain Tire was the latest dancer to the party as it announced it would
be bringing its mobile tire sales and installation services to customers’ doorsteps. For now,
it’s only available to those in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland.
Nevertheless, the concept is not new and none of its many flaws have been ironed out over the many
years it has been around. In fact, the concept has failed. GoTire promoted its mobile tire service on
Dragons Den’s seventh season. Despite getting an investment of nearly $219,000 from Kevin O’Leary
and Bruce Croxon, the company looks like it has gone under. Its website is no longer available.
Apart from the extraordinarily tight financial gain, at the top of the list of problems is losing
the opportunity to service the vehicle properly. With manufacturer extended service intervals
dramatically lengthened, this was already a bubbling issue. It’s a well-known fact in the industry that
underperformed maintenance represents billions of missing dollars.
Take this, written in CARS’s sister publication Jobber News almost 10 years ago: “The ‘untapped
market’ of unperformed and underperformed automotive maintenance represents a significant 27
per cent of the total aftermarket potential — but the larger concern is vehicle safety, according to the
Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association (AASA).”
The piece went on to highlight that customers avoiding or delaying maintaining their vehicles pose
potential safety risks to not only themselves, but their families and everyone travelling on our roads
and highways
“AASA strongly supports addressing the issue of unperformed/underperformed maintenance
through continued consumer education and reasonable, safety-friendly and cost-effective vehicle
inspection programs throughout the country,” said Bill Long, then-president and chief operating
officer of the association.
Chief executive officer of Fountain Tire Brent Hesje, in an April 2018 Jobber News profile upon
his election as chairman of the Automotive Aftermarket Industries Association of Canada, also
referenced underperformed maintenance. He deemed this as unrealized financial potential for
the aftermarket.
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“If that was all fulfilled in Canada, there is
a multi-billion-dollar prize out there,” he said,
citing AIA Canada estimates of the “prize”
being as much as $15 billion at the time.
“I didn’t really have an understanding
of the magnitude of the underperformed
maintenance that is out in the marketplace …
We have this bigger prize to go after,” he later
observed in the interview.
And, yes, it is amusing that the leader
of Fountain Tire made these comments,
and here we are just a few years later as the
company rolls out a service that will only
make matters worse.
How so? A semi-annual tire switch over
in a controlled environment like a reputable
repair shop allows service providers to
service and inspect a vehicle properly with
licensed and trained technicians.
That’s not happening in a driveway.
And when a vehicle is in a bay, this not
only increases sales in bays but provides the
consumer with a safe reliable vehicle.
There are also a number of concerns that
only hurt shop owners and, ultimately, the
aftermarket industry as a whole:
Liability: There are liability concerns when
working on private property, not to mention
the cost of having the proper insurance to do
such work.
Comebacks: How much will this cost
in comebacks to your shop? Or an on-site
call back at the customer’s home? You can
bet good money that there will be more
complaints about vibrations, broken wheel
studs or wheel locks.
Investment costs: How affordable is it to
invest in new tools and the training required
to reset tire monitor systems and diagnostics
when needed? What about your truck to
perform the work? The return on investment
will likely be a long one as costs to the
customer can’t be too far out of line with what
they would receive if they came into the shop.
Qualified staff: Who will be doing this
work? Will they be properly trained? Are you
going to send qualified professionals into the
field, rather than have them in the shop? We
already have enough of a labour challenge —
will this exacerbate it? And will be these pros
be willing to work in undesirable weather
conditions? Remember, these jobs take place
in spring and fall.


Wheel balancer: It’s highly
questionable if high-end wheel
balancers designed for stationary
installation will overcome day-to-day
road vibrations without calibration
issues.
Extra costs: Fuel costs are at alltime highs. How far are you willing
to travel for your customers? Are
you getting those costs back in your
fees? Unlikely. What about costs
associated with cellular data? You will
need mobile internet information to
retrieve correct wheel torque and tire
pressure specifications, on top of an
internet-based POS system. Let’s not
forget maintenance costs to repair your
service truck.
At the end of the day, mobile
tire service will become a roadside
assistance business with even lower
margins for profit. It is catering to a
specific consumer who bases everything

on cost, not value. We shouldn’t be racing
to the bottom as an industry.
The argument for mobile tire service
is that it provides convenience to the
customer. Putting water in a plastic bottle
was an idea based on convenience. Now it
is an environmental disaster.
If such a service is about convenience
for the consumer, then offer pickup and
delivery, a courtesy shuttle or courtesy
vehicles.
Our job as shop owners and technicians
is to ensure every vehicle we put back on
the roads is safe and reliable. A mobile tire
service not only doesn’t do that, but it also
increases the risk that these vehicles are in
worse shape.
Bruce Eccles

is the semi-retired owner of Eccles Auto
Service in Dundas, Ont.

Continental brushless blower motors –
true fit with plug and play installation
Continental brushless blower motors deliver true OE performance
and unsurpassed quality, backed by our deep technical expertise
and solid customer support. These blower motors restore
the original cooling performance and feature OE mounting
locations and plug-and-play electrical connections for quick,
easy installation, right out of the box.
Find the right part at: www.continentalaftermarket.com
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Gauging the next 12 months
in the automotive repair and service industry
from those who know it best
By Adam Malik
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Want more insights?
Scan the QR code to listen to
the CARS Magazine Enhanced
Media segment.

THERE IS A COMMON THEME among many
of what leaders in the automotive repair and service
business believe to be some of the industry’s biggest
opportunities: Older vehicles.
The car parc is trending older thanks to a
combination of factors. The one that perhaps jumps
out the most is the supply shortage of new vehicles.
There’s a two-fold benefit to the aftermarket —
people who would be in the market for a new vehicle
are moving to the used market to find a set of wheels;
or they’re hanging on to their old vehicle even longer
and choosing to pay for repairs rather than junk it.
Whatever reason consumers are choosing, it helps
the aftermarket because more older vehicles that will
require maintenance and repairs are on our roads,
instead of newer ones.
Another reason the average age of vehicles is
getting older is that they’re lasting longer. And this
stat could grow even more thanks to crossover utility
vehicles. The vast majority of vehicles being sold are
light trucks, notably CUVs . This could carry multiple
benefits to shops.
The first is that CUVs have high levels of content,
meaning plenty of repair opportunities and a boost to
aftermarket bottom lines.
The second benefit will depend on whether CUVs
behave more like pickup trucks or passenger cars. At
an average age of 14 years in the U.S., the former has
a longer lifespan than the latter. Speaking at AAPEX
2021, Todd Campau, global aftermarket solutions
associate director with IHS Markit, wondered if CUVs



will behave like typical light trucks where they last
longer, generate more miles and maintain a higher
residual value.
“There's a lot of all-wheel drive CUVs; there's a lot
more things that can break the aftermarket to repair,”
he said during his session 5 Trends in 5 Minutes. “So
this will be interesting to watch and see: Will it stay
there? Will it behave like a car or will it behave more
like its big brothers up there at the top; the pickup
trucks and things like that?”
But with all of this opportunity comes a number
of challenges for repair and service shops.
Parts shortages — and increased prices for
those parts — top the list along with a lack of
available talent.
With the supply chain, a number of leaders in the
following pages have some advice on what can help.
After all, customers are depending on you to service
their vehicle. If vehicles are only getting older and
will need more work done, this is your chance to lock
them in for years.
Given the road ahead, we turned to leaders in this
industry to give us their thoughts on what to expect.
We reached out to several leaders and executives of
service and repair chains to industry associations.
We asked them to highlight how they think
business will change in the year ahead, what the
biggest challenge for the repair sector is moving
forward and what they see as the top opportunity for
shop owners and technicians in 2022.
In alphabetical order, here’s what they told us…
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Shiva Bhardwaj

FOUNDER, CEO | PITSTOP
THREE MAJOR SHIFTS

The world of computers,
sensors and most importantly
software will dominate
vehicle service, presenting
challenges to the automotive
repair sector.

are impacting shops. First, vehicle supply has been delayed
so used vehicles are more prominent (which is good for service businesses). Second,
this supply constraint gives original equipment manufacturers more time to ramp up
their electric production. When vehicle supply volumes come back to normal there will
be a lot more EV options for consumers. And third, shops are not ready for EVs. Most
dealerships are not ready either.
The world of computers, sensors and most importantly software will dominate vehicle
service, presenting challenges to the automotive repair sector. There is not enough forced
legislation around the right to repair yet where the tools and information on how to fix
ADAS systems as well as EVs are available at affordable prices. Keep a lookout for these
changes as the faster you can get access to these tools and equipment the better prepared
for the changes you will be.
Take advantage of the fleet vehicles which are driving more miles than ever before. The
used car market is hot which until the supply chain issues are resolved will likely remain
the case for most of 2022.

J.F. Champagne

PRESIDENT | AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
THE IMPACT of COVID restrictions, supply chain disruption and labour challenges
will continue to accelerate the changes we have seen emerging at the shop level for a few
years already. This means improvements in the digital experience for consumers such
as online booking, e-diagnostic reports and contact-free experience. Like many other
businesses, shops will have to choose particular segments/customer types to service to
ensure they have the parts and technicians to do the jobs. I expect business owners who
were contemplating retirement in the short- to mid-term to move up their plans which
will further contribute to the consolidation of the industry.
There are certainly a few important challenges ahead for the repair sector. Supply
chain issues will be top of mind. This will require continued efforts to source the right
replacement parts at the right time for the right price. Making better use of scheduling
and planning, and leveraging relationships — old and new — to ensure access to parts
are some of the ingredients for success. Again, shops will win by prioritizing loyal
customers and the types of work that are core to the business.
It's difficult to pick the best opportunity for shop owners and technicians as it will
depend on the long-term plans for the shop owners and technicians. Some will see
opportunities to double-down to accelerate their businesses and careers while others
will wind down. Certainly, investing in skills and technology will be key for those
looking for growth.
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Like many other businesses,
shops will have to choose
particular segments/
customer types to service to
ensure they have the parts
and technicians to do the jobs

Diane Freeman

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR | AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET RETAILERS OF ONTARIO
CHANGES TO THE WAY

Also driving change is the
way customers want to
have their vehicles serviced
and maintained. They want
convenience with little
interruption in their routines.

shops operate and communicate with their customers for
automotive maintenance and repairs have already taken place with the pandemic. Shop
owners have had to use more social media, texting and emails to connect with their
customers.
Also driving change is the way customers want to have their vehicles serviced and
maintained. They want convenience with little interruption in their routines. The car
is dropped off and the communication through text or email with payment done via
e-transfer or credit card payment over the phone.
The biggest challenge is the lack of qualified technicians and attracting youth into our
trade. We need to show the professionalism that we have and opportunities for young people
and that you can earn a six-figure income in the aftermarket as a licensed technician.
We need to approach grade and high school students to talk about our industry —
how much it has changed, more computerized and requires more problem solving and
technical skills. We need to have young people see this as a career. We need government
to promote our industry through media ads on television showing skilled trades in the
automotive sector.
This is the time to network with others in your industry. Take advantage of online
training classes to keep your skills updated. Most of all, take this time to review your
business and look at what is working and not working. Changes that need to be made and
goals and objectives need to be looked at.

Costa Haitas

PRESIDENT | THE MUFFLERMAN
WE HAVE A VERY POSITIVE OUTLOOK

for our business over the next 12 months.
Consistent supply chain issues surrounding new vehicle inventory, compounded
with decreased used vehicle supply, are leading to increased demand for our services.
Consumers that may have been in the market for new or used vehicles are deciding to
invest in extending the useful life of their current vehicles by having them repaired.
The biggest challenge our sector is facing is on trend with the rest of the global business
community — supply chain shortages. We are all navigating through this issue resulting
from the COVID-19 pandemic. I would recommend widening your supplier networks to
have multiple channels available at your disposal to source replacement parts, tires, shop
supplies, etc. Suppliers are working relentlessly to increase their inventory levels, and
some may have better availability than others for several reasons. So having more options
at your fingertips may assist with countering the problem.
As for the best opportunity: Stay focused on what you can control and not on what you can’t.
For shop owners, this is a great opportunity to concentrate on building a positive culture
in your shops, which provides a great destination for your customers to service their
vehicles and an even better environment for your staff to work in because you can’t afford
to lose either one. Attracting and retaining customers and staff is already a challenge in
today’s market, so give your business the advantage by making it an inviting environment.
For technicians, invest in building on your skills. New vehicle technology changes are
on the horizon and coming fast. Get ahead of the curve by keeping up to date through
available training programs.
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Jason Herle

COO | FOUNTAIN TIRE
OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS

Strong relationships and a
little creative problem solving
go a long way.

— and intensified during the pandemic — we’ve
seen a shift in consumer behaviour to a strong preference for convenience and online
transactions. We expect this trend to continue moving forward, driving digital
transformation. Customers expect features like contactless service, online appointment
booking and automated checkout. While convenience is king, customers still want some
level of personalization and personal interaction from their shops, so a seamless mix of
online and in-real-life will be key.
The biggest challenge for our industry is supply of both physical and human resources.
Strategies we’ve implemented include planning far in advance, working closely with
our supply partners, and taking advantage of our national distribution network. Strong
relationships and a little creative problem solving go a long way.
Labour shortages will continue throughout the year. Companies that provide a great place
to work — with a safe environment, competitive pay and clear career paths — will have the
edge when it comes to finding and keeping employees.
Shops can collect and analyze consumer data to better understand their customers.
They can leverage technology to improve customer communication, provide
transparency and build trust. They can also focus on their people to make sure customer
expectations are constantly met — if not exceeded.

“You
it”.
got it”.
we’ve got
it, we’ve
need it,
“You need
That’s
know-how
NAPA know-how
That’s NAPA
Over 500,000 vehicle parts and products in inventory, all ready
Over
500,000
vehicle
and products
in inventory,
for delivery:
that’s
overparts
500,000
good reasons
to makeallusready
your
for
delivery:
that’s
over
500,000
good
reasons
to
make
us
your
number one partner. napacanada.com
number one partner. napacanada.com
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Daniel Hubbard

NATIONAL MANAGER – MECHANICAL BUSINESS GROUP | OK TIRE
ONE OF THE MAJOR CHANGES

Become familiar with new
players in the OE market. A
manufacturer such as Rivian
will have an impact on the EV
pickup truck market.

within the automotive retail landscape will be
the increase in online shopping, online appointments and an ongoing shortage of
preferred product.
The biggest challenge facing the automotive repair sector this year will be a shortage
of tires, parts and accessories in a selection to which one is accustomed. In other words,
there may be ample supply but not the exact product a customer is looking for. The
best way to tackle this concern is to take the time to plan, discover new products, new
suppliers and develop new working relationships.
One of the best opportunities shop owners and technicians can take advantage of this
year is to plan out a training regimen that includes a deep dive into hybrid and battery
electric vehicles. The demand for BEVs doubled during the first half of 2021.
Become familiar with new players in the OE market. A manufacturer such as Rivian
will have an impact on the EV pickup truck market. As the price of new vehicles
increases the likelihood your customers keep their cars another year or two — if they are
loyal to you and your store you will see them more often.
All in all, I would say our best bet to keep our customers coming back to our stores is
to stay courteous, provide superior service, stay up to date with your training and smile
when they come through the door.

Tony Kuczynski

PRESIDENT, CEO | MISTER TRANSMISSION (INTERNATIONAL)
THE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR MARKET is expected to continue to be robust over the
next 12 months. This is being driven in part by new car availability challenges, which is
driving customers to spend more money repairing older vehicles.
The aftermarket repair sector is facing three significant challenges which have been
made more severe by the pandemic. The first is parts availability. Parts today are often on
back-order or simply not available, forcing customers to wait longer to get their vehicles
back — and making shops less productive.
Compounding this is the second significant challenge: Parts price inflation. In some
cases, we’re seeing parts costs up as much as 25 per cent. To help overcome this, repair
shops have had to become more aggressive at sourcing parts and have had to increase
their prices for the work they perform.
Third, the industry continues to deal with a shortage of skilled technicians. It is
imperative that shop owners today always be on the search for good staff, even when they
think they have a strong team in place.
With ever-evolving technologies, a growth opportunity continues to be technician
training. Turning work away costs money. Companies like Mister Transmission are taking
on newer technologies like six- and eight-speed transmissions and CVTs, which is helping
to increase market share. However, seizing these sales requires technician training.
Finally, winning shops have winning teams, led by leaders who exhibit a positive,
encouraging attitude -leaders who don’t give up despite the challenges they face.
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Greg Lawrence

OPERATIONS MANAGER | ACTIVE GREEN+ROSS COMPLETE TIRE & AUTO CENTRE

REPAIR AND SERVICE FACILITIES

may see a decline in overall service visits
due to current model vehicles requiring
less frequent manufacturer-related
maintenance.

One trip, 70 seconds,
ready to align.
Get quick, highly accurate and worry-free
alignments with the Hunter Hawkeye Elite®.

Many consumers have transitioned
over to online shopping, scheduling
service appointments online and
relying more on social media
platforms. Repair facilities will need
to increase their online presence
and be able to respond to customer
enquiries timely and professionally.
A pressing issue is the shortage of
skilled licensed technicians. Many
older techs in the trade are nearing
the end of their careers. They’re not
as interested in investing the time to
enhance their skills through courses
or training. Vehicle technology is
progressing at a speed greater than
many technicians can be trained.

Vehicle technology
is progressing at a
speed greater than
many technicians
can be trained.
As supply chain costs increase,
so does retail costs of parts and
labour. This will have an impact on
the sales process. As always, gaining
the customer's trust and building
relationships is the key to success
in any business. Respecting the
consumer's schedule and making
their service experience a 5-star
event will help to strengthen those
relationships.
Maximizing every consumer
service visit is essential. Complete
and thorough inspections are critical.
Providing the consumer with a full
inspection report or re-enforcing
the vehicle is in good operating
condition will help to position your
repair facility above the rest and gain
consumer trust.

Scan or visit
hunter.com/align
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John O’Dowd

VP, MARKETING | NAPA CANADA
THERE’S A SHIFT

We’re going to see more brand
affiliations. Independent
garages will not go away, but
there will be fewer.

happening. Things are moving more towards technology with the
direct consequence that more training is now required. There’s more demand on the
shop network to get updated. But the workforce isn’t getting younger. Over the next 12
months, you’ll see many shops sell their business.
We’re going to see more brand affiliations. Independent garages will not go away, but
there will be fewer. Shops will want to align with a banner to stay on top of what’s going on.
What we’ve started to see and will likely continue is multiple facility ownerships. You
don’t see that much in the shop business — you see it in the parts stores. We’re starting to
see more guys that own one shop wonder, “Why don’t I buy a second one?”
Becoming more tech-savvy is going to be the biggest challenge going forward. The
main questions will be: How do you stay on top of it? How do you get your guys trained?
How do you get customers to come into your shop and feel confident that you have the
required knowledge to work on the latest technologies? It may not be an issue in 2022 but
will be in five years.
There may not be one big opportunity, but many smaller ones. We have to see
technology as an opportunity. Everything now has to do with sensors, ADAS and
calibration. We see more hybrids — we need to get our people to look at this as a great
opportunity to become experts and capture a new market. Learning to service electric
vehicles in 2022 can be great, especially when no one else in your area is doing it.

Greg Waring

VICE PRESIDENT, MARKETING | KAL TIRE
WE BELIEVE

the same major trends in automotive we’ve experienced over the last
few years will not only continue but accelerate in 2022. Notably, vehicle shortages
will further extend the age of existing vehicles on the road, which bodes well for the
aftermarket repair industry.
In addition, COVID-driven shortages of skilled labour will require increased
investments in technology and automation to survive and thrive in the future. These
investments will also be needed to address the increased levels of technology in new
vehicles, including the quickly growing EV segment. Finally, customers continue to
demand online shopping solutions from our industry. Whether this takes the form
of online appointment scheduling, thought leadership content, or fully transactional
e-commerce, we believe helpful online customer engagement will be an essential
component of any strong customer experience in 2022 and beyond.
It appears 2022 will be another year of continued supply chain challenges. The ability
to provide customers with the tires, wheels and mechanical parts they need is more
difficult today than anyone in our company can remember.
There are many indications the electric vehicle market is poised for explosive growth
in the coming years. This growth will be driven by multiple factors including higher gas
prices, government subsidies and growing public concern over ICE emissions.
Now is the time to make the investments in technology, equipment, and skill
development to address this opportunity.
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How is Online Shopping
Keeping Canadians on the Road?

Find out in AIA Canada’s latest report E-tailing: Online Shopping
of Vehicle Parts & Fluids

GET IT NOW!

www.aiacanada.com/products.html

IT’S YOUR TURN

ARE YOU READY TO SERVICE
ELECTRIC VEHICLES?
The advantages of getting ahead of the curve
By Allan Haberman

E

lectric vehicles aren’t going away. In fact, they’re gaining in popularity
as conventional vehicle manufacturers start to offer electric versions of
traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles.
These familiar-looking vehicles help to make the transition from ICE to
electric easier for consumers. People generally don’t like change. Something that looks
familiar with new technology helps to smooth the transition.
Everyone recognizes a Tesla as an electric car — but not an F-150 or a Hummer.
These and others are familiar and will be available as battery electric vehicles (BEV).
They will be more accepted because of their familiar names and styles.
This can only help to speed the acceptance of electric vehicles. And as more people
purchase these BEVs, there will also be more customers looking for a shop to service them.
Will your shop be ready when customers ask if you service EVs?
There is a way to get ahead of the curve: Start servicing hybrid vehicles now. Much
of the technology used on BEVs is the same as is used on hybrids. Being familiar with
the safety requirements of hybrid service will help make the transition to fully electric
vehicles easier. Plus, you will already have some of the equipment necessary to service
EVs when the time comes.
Not all service requirements on hybrids or EVs are related to high voltage (HV)
components. These high-tech vehicles still have suspension and brake components just
like conventional ICE vehicles. One aftermarket supplier recently announced it has


expanded its coverage of steering and
suspension components for these vehicles.
Plus, conventional low-voltage components
like lighting, comfort and infotainment
equipment will need to be serviced just like
on conventional vehicles.
Hybrids still have an ICE that needs all
the same servicing a conventional vehicle
does. By adding hybrid vehicle service to
your shop’s capabilities, you are preparing
for future needs as well as expanding your
current customer base.
Then there is also the option of
spinning off a portion of your shop as a
hybrid electric vehicle specialist. Being
a specialist opens the door to full EV
services in the future. Even if you don’t
specialize in hybrids, having signage
that says you service them gets the
message out there. Hybrids have been
around for over 20 years. There are
plenty of them out there. Why not tap
into that potential?
When hybrids were first introduced, a
lot of people said they’re a fad and won’t
last. Well, they’re not only still around but
gaining popularity. More manufacturers
are offering hybrid versions of their
popular models.
Even as EVs gain market share, there
will still be hybrids on the roads that
need to be serviced. Just as the ICE will
be around for many years to come, so too
will hybrids.
Take refrigerant as an example: R12
was banned 25 years ago and we still
see the occasional vehicle that’s still
charged with R12 and working. So it’s not
unreasonable we will see ICE-powered
vehicles for years after manufacturers stop
producing them.
The numbers will turn. At some point,
we will have more EVs on the road than
ICE vehicles. Whether that means hybrids
or BEVs, we will be servicing more
vehicles with an electric component.
Get ahead of the curve now and be
ready when that time comes. It is always
better to be proactive than reactive.
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A technical trainer and owner of ACA
Training Systems in Winnipeg, MB.
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Boost
Your Shop

Profits

BAYWATCH

FILTERS APP

Purolator has released a new mobile catalogue app. The PurolatorPRO app
allows professional installers, technicians, service writers and shop managers
to access the newest cataloging information for all filters from Purolator, a
division of Mann+Hummel. The app includes a fully integrated VIN decoder
search option. Simply take a picture of the VIN with your phone, and the information is
available instantly. Additional features of the app include cross-reference details, competitive
interchange data and installation instruction sheets and videos.
www.pureoil.com

REPLACEMENT TORQUE CONVERTERS

Get this
complete Shop
Management
Software
• User friendly invoicing
• Full accounting module
• Free updates & support
• Customer Retention Module (CRM)
• Much, much more!

Schaeffler has introduced LuK TorCon. These new – not rebuilt -replacement torque converters have been designed and manufactured by
Schaeffler to the industry’s most exacting specifications. The automotive
aftermarket division of global automotive and industrial supplier
manufactures more than 30 million torque converters. The TorCon aftermarket torque
converters feature: 100 per cent new parts, industry-leading LuK friction material, premium
INA thrust bearings (no plastic parts), fully furnace-brazed turbine and impeller and peace of
mind as the tool is pressure tested, lockup tested, and precision balanced.
www.schaeffler.us

ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

Rotary released its new R1090 Pro 3D Alignment System recently. It
features a tower-free design and comes with a portable, space-saving
cabinet that requires no dedicated bay. This gives shops with limited
space the flexibility needed to perform wheel alignments anywhere.
The system’s three-point tire clamps allow for quick setup, and
the automatic lift level with Rotary’s new On-the-Rack Test Drive
program improves cycle time by eliminating the need for difficult and
time-consuming rolling compensation.
www.rotarylift.com

BRAKE PADS FOR EVs

ZF Aftermarket has released the TRW Electric Blue brake pad
line for electric and hybrid vehicles. The pad line is sustainable
and commits to protecting the environment while meeting
consumer needs. It reduces noise and vibration, and reduces dust
and emissions. The increasing demand for electric vehicles in the
market is what has driven the development of the Electric Blue brake pad. The line offers 79
SKUs. That covers 37 vehicle applications. It can be fitted on most electric/hybrid vehicles in
the U.S. and Canada.
www.trwaftermarket.com

PHEV BRAKE PADS

Call us for a

FREE
tryout at

1-800-268-4044

www.vlcom.com

NRS Brakes recently expanded its line of premium galvanized
brake pads designed to match the safety and the performance
of the Mitsubishi Outlander plug-in hybrid electric SUV.
The manufacturer’s new EV brake pads for the Outlander PHEV
reduce moisture dissipation and corrosion risk that are typical of electric
and hybrid vehicle brake pads. The pads for the Outlander feature advanced noise-cancelling
piston cushions and shims, best-in-class friction, a patented mechanical attachment and fully
galvanized steel backing plates, which prevent issues related to rust and improve performance
in challenging weather conditions.
www.nrsbrakes.com

FORD, TESLA EV
BRAKE PADS

NRS RELEASES BRAKE PADS FOR RAM TRUCKS

NRS Brakes recently
released new brake
pads for the Ford
Mustang Mach-E and Tesla Model 3. NRS-EV
are premium galvanized brake pads engineered
specifically for hybrid and electric vehicles.
Using zinc-plating, patented NRS mechanical
attachment technology and best-in-class friction,
the pads are uniquely designed to eliminate the
corrosive effects of reduced moisture dissipation
that is common to regen vehicle brake pads.

A new line of galvanized pads has been launched exclusively
for 2019-2021 Ram 2500 and 3500 trucks. The Ram brake
pad lineup features the friction, patented mechanical
attachment technology and fully galvanized steel backing
plates that come with all NRS brakes. The galvanized steel
withstands rust and corrosion. In addition, NRS brake pads
have zero copper or lead, creating an environmentally cleaner and greener brake pad.
www.nrsbrakes.com

Franchise Opportunity available,
email Sales@hotspotautoparts.com

www.nrsbrakes.com

CONTROLLER ARMS

Mevotech released 358
new part numbers recently.
These cover a wide range
of domestic and import
passenger vehicles, trucks
and SUVs up to model year 2021. The Torontobased company, which engineers, designs and
manufactures aftermarket parts for the driveline,
steering, suspension and wheel end, the company
said the latest release expands both the premium
Supreme and ultra-engineered TTX programs
with additional control arms, ball joints, inner
and outer tie rod ends, stabilizer bar links and
wheel hub assemblies.
www.mevotech.com

OFF-ROAD
VEHICLE
LIGHTBARS

Lumileds introduced
a new line of LED
lightbars designed for
off-road use. The Philips Ultinon Drive 5000
series LED lightbars includes 3 single row
lightbars and 2 double row lightbars, in widths
of 10” (5001L, 5050L), 20” (5002L, 5003L), and
30” (5004L). The lightbars produce illumination
patterns from 400 to 500 yards, depending on the
model. Ultinon Drive optics combine spot and
flood light beam patterns, to improve visibility
both far and wide. The brilliant illumination,
combined with a cool light color of up to 6500
K, improve driving safety while also reducing
eye strain. The lightbars are built with singlepiece assemblies to withstand weather and
environmental conditions. They are tested
to ensure they will hold up to aggressive offroading, dust, high temperatures, and highpressure water.

Brake Rotors and Drums
Brake Pads and Shoes
Brake Calipers
Hub Bearings
CV Axles
Chassis Parts
Complete Strut Assembly
Shock Absorbers
Strut mounts
Radiators
Water Pumps
Steering Pumps
and Racks and Pinions
Steering Gears
Starters and Alternators
Batteries
Oil Pans
Fuel Pumps
Wiper Blades
Ignition Parts and Coils
Fuel lines
Exhaust Parts, Universal
Converter, and Flex Pipes
Misc Automotive Parts

HOTSPOT AUTO PARTS
939 Warden Ave Scarborough ON M1L 4C5
Info@hotspotAutoparts.com | www.hotspotautoparts.com

An Automotive Warehouse Distributor

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

www.lumileds.com
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BAYWATCH

AIR PURIFIER

Lumileds has created the new Philips GoPure GP5611 automotive air
purifier. It’s engineered to clean air quickly and efficiently in most vehicle
interiors and help reduce the risk of airborne transmission of viruses
and bacteria. Designed to fit in most cup holders, it features three layers
of defense: a Philips SaniFilter Plus filter, a powerful UVC light, and a
HESAMax filtration cartridge. It can capture ultra-fine particles, including microbes, in just
10 minutes. The Philips UVC lighting module inside of the GoPure GP5611 is designed to kill
bacteria and viruses trapped in the filter by exposing them to ultraviolet light.
www.lumileds.com

SHIPPING, STORAGE PROTECTION

Mitsubishi Gas Chemical America is introducing the RP System
to help protect metals from corroding, retains long-term efficacy
of agricultural products, as well as protecting parts from other
forms of oxygen- or moisture-based degradation. This is helpful as
shipping delays leave products sitting around longer than normal.
The RP System works by placing target items that are being shipped or stored into a gas
barrier bag that withstands oxygen and moisture penetration. A customized RP agent
composed of oxygen- and moisture-absorbing compounds is inserted into the bag. An oxygen
indicator can also be included to enable instant verification of oxygen levels. The bag is then
hermetically sealed to create an environment in which oxygen and moisture are virtually
eliminated, in some cases for up to 10 years of storage.
www.mgc-a.com

TRANSMISSION SERVICE KITS

A new transmission service kit from Rein Automotive
addresses a common valve body conductor plate failure
issue on a wide variety of vehicle makes and models.
The Rein Transmission Service Kit (P/N TSK0023) was
developed to include all the necessary components to
complete the service with a single part number. The kit
provides application coverage for Mercedes-Benz models from 1996-2018 that feature 722.6
transmissions. Coverage also extends to Chrysler, Dodge, Freightliner, Jaguar, Jeep, and
Maybach models from 1998-2018. Coverage provided by the Rein Transmission Service Kit
exceeds 1.4 million VIO in the United States and Canada. It includes everything needed to
complete the service including a new OEM valve body conductor plate, oil pan gasket, suction
filter, harness plug sleeve, dipstick tube cover locking pin and O-ring, and drain plug washer.
www.crpautomotive.com

WORK LIGHTS

The new line of Philips Xperion 6000 LED work lights
designed for automotive service professionals has been
released by Lumileds. All five lights have 6000 K color
temperature and are resistant to impact, water, and
solvents. Equipped with integrated magnets and 360°
rotating hooks, these LED work lights can be attached to a metallic surface or suspended
above the work area. The line includes two ‘Pillar’ lights that feature hinged light panels
and boost, eco, and spotlight modes. The Xperion UV Pillar model has a UV diagnostic
light for leak detection and CRI 95 rated LEDs for excellent color accuracy when matching
automotive paint colors.
www.lumileds.com

WHEEL HUB ASSEMBLIES AND KITS

GPN SYSTEM

NTN, the parent company of BCA, announced 25 new items as part
of its December 2021 release. The announcement includes wheel hub
assemblies and kits for import and domestic applications. These new
SKUs add coverage for the light and medium-duty work truck fleet
segment, including Ford Transit Connect, Ram ProMaster, as well as
multiple Sprinter-based models. Other notable coverage additions
include Tesla Model S and X and the seventh generation Chevrolet
Corvette. Coverage was also added for the 2020 Ford F-150, a first-toaftermarket offering from BCA.

Dana Incorporated has set up a global part number (GPN) system for
its Victor Reinz line of products. This smart part numbering format
utilizes a fully numeric part-numbering system that aligns with
Victor Reinz products globally. The GPN sequence is standardized
to the gasket application, making it easy to find the right gasket for
the job. The part number prefix defines the part type and the ninedigit numerical format eases gasket kit selection using the smart part
numbering format. The numerical nomenclature also makes it easier
to key in orders and optimize use of inventory on hand by matching
the first seven numbers, recognizing material interchanges found in
the last two digits.

www.bcabearings.com

WHEEL BEARING PULLER ATTACHMENT

The Tommy Rail enhancement from ProMaxx
Tool is an accessory to the Tommy Wheel Bearing
Puller. It was engineered to handle greater
power and the enhancement helps to reach its
potential. The tool is made from solid, hard-coated
aluminum. It attaches to the outside of the lower push flange creating
a powerful structural link like an automotive four-bar linkage setup.
Tommy can remove wheel bearing hubs without damage to the CV or
knuckle and without the need for an expensive alignment.
www.promaxxtool.com
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www.victorreinz.us
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YPA SPOTLIGHT

Peter Bulmer
Young Professionals in the Aftermarket (YPA) is an organization with a mission to act as the
voice and the resource for the young professionals in the automotive industry. To further its
mandate of ensuring the future growth and prosperity of the industry, the YPA is pleased to
introduce it’s YPA Spotlight Series where current members share their experiences, insights
and industry outlooks.

Name: Peter Bulmer
Company: Turnkey Media Solutions
Title: Partner and Head of Sales
Number of years in the aftermarket: 3

Did you know you wanted to work in the automotive aftermarket?

I had never considered the aftermarket is where I would end up in my
journey. For a such a large and impactful industry, it isn’t well communicated
as a viable option to our younger generations. I fell into it myself, coming
from an upstream and midstream oil and gas publishing background before
being recruited to work for my current titles.

Have you had an industry mentor? If so, who and why

There have been a number of people that have made an impact on me, but
I can’t pin down one specifically. My job offers a unique position to have
constant contact with people from a huge range of aftermarket jobs and
appointments, and I’m fortunate to draw something from each of them.

What does your participation in the YPA mean to you?
What would like to see us as a committee achieve in years to come?

I’ve always been a huge proponent and champion of avenues being
available to the younger cohort of any industry to participate and come
together. Part of what makes work enjoyable is having a sense of comradery
not only among your own company, but also in the industry as a whole.
I’d like to see continued events (once the world allows), and the sense of
community among the younger among us being fostered.

What advice would you give someone either starting in the industry
or looking to transition into the industry?

Immerse yourself into the industry. Find events to attend and friends in
the industry in similar positions to you to help each other grow. A network
helps more than you realize when you’re starting off.
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Winter Weather is
Just Around The Corner

Ultra-premium Raybestos® Element3™ brakes
deliver a new level of control and confidence. The comprehensive
Element3 line has enhanced features for exceptional performance
and long life, including premium friction formulations and coated
rotors and calipers to protect from the elements.
Before you head over the river, through the woods
and around the bend, be sure to check your brakes
and install the best in brakes, Raybestos.

©2021 Brake Parts Inc LLC. All rights reserved. BRAKE PARTS INC,
RAYBESTOS, THE BEST IN BRAKES and ELEMENT3 are among the
registered trademarks and trademarks of BPI Holdings International, Inc.

www.raybestos.com
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